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Abstract
This body of ceramic work is a visual study of cultural displacement created by a
transitory lifestyle. By contrasting eroded textures with solid patterns, I am suggesting the
interplay between detritus and repetitive stability. Through this interplay, I am depicting a
personal identity that has been continually fractured and reassembled.
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INTRODUCTION
When I think back to my undergraduate education, I remember telephone poles.
Almost every weekend during the first year, I would make the three-hour drive along I-5
from Chico, California back home to the San Francisco Bay Area. Besides the desolate
rice fields that endlessly stretch out across the Central Valley, telephone poles
consistently marked my progression in one hundred foot increments. After that first year,
the trips became impractical and I found myself relying on those same telephone poles to
carry my voice homeward while my body remained stationary.
It was not until right before graduate school that I was reacquainted with this
familiar score keeper as I traveled in a U-Haul across the southwest on my way to New
Orleans. As I produced this body of work, my thought process continued to migrate to the
distance that divided my place of residence from the communities I called home. By
reflecting on how places create and maintain our identities, my studio practice began to
define itself.
The work I have selected for my thesis exhibit not only references distance, but
also the emotional fractures caused by relocation. I see telephone poles as waypoints
where one leaves behind fragments of the cultural tethers that hold our personal identities
together. It is at our destination where we find ourselves disconnected and isolated. Then
again, it is also where we are also provided with a chance to reevaluate the surviving
splinters and reweave our lost tethers.
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STUDIO PRACTICE
The center of my studio practice relates to the conceptutilization of Mise en place,
a French culinary term that translates to “putting in place”.1 The theory behind this term
is that if you spend the time to set up beforehand you can cook more efficiently during
the preparation of the dish. Ceramics is quite similar: the majority of my studio practice is
spent mixing my clay body2, wedging my clay, printing patterned sheets of clay, forming
long bars of clay, making various press molds, and managing the moisture level of each
part. As a result, it takes a relatively short time to construct a finished work. A shortened
construction period is important because, like cooking, ceramics is a time based process.
If you leave clay out too long, it dries up and becomes unworkable; if you build too
quickly with fresh clay, the work will buckle under its own weight.
Fleeting thoughts, random marks, and aesthetic responses to patterns often drive
the final form of the work. By creating a library of pre-formed shapes, patterns, and
molds, I can instantly substitute one pattern or form for another. Having flexibility during
the construction allows me to incorporate these fleeting influences before they are
forgotten or diluted by time. The assemblage process becomes a flurry of activity where
ideas and associations meld into each other so that a unified undercurrent will emerge out
of the chaos. This is often an intuitive process, where the theme is discovered through
introspection rather than pre-determination.
DISCUSSION OF SELECTED PIECES
When entering the gallery, the viewer is presented with a selection of twelve
ceramic sculptures that suggest a city scape. The city is most clearly referenced by the

1
2

Dan Charnas. "For A More Ordered Life, Organize Like A Chef." NPR. NPR, n.d. Web. 2 Feb. 2016.
The term clay body refers to a mixture of different types of base clays and minerals.
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work Too-Huge Worlds Vaulting Us [Image 1]. This is a multi-part piece composed of
block like swatches of patterned clay and thick shards of patterned clay slabs. This
arrangement was inspired by looking at Google Map images of the places where I
previously lived. Google Map images reduce individual houses into swatches of pattern
framed by the streets that surrounded them. This choice was a reaction to the abstracted
views of places I longed to return to but found myself disconnected from. Through their
fragmented existence the clay pieces arranged horizontally across the gallery walls
references a disassembled identity. With each incrementally placed piece I included a
telephone pole as a reference to travel. This juxtaposition references a narrative where
travel breaks down and discards components of an identity. With the central composition
of block like slabs flanked by a horizontal line of shards, the overall arrangements
suggest both reaching a destination and a point of departure.
The works Horizon Reconstruction [Image 3] and Garden [Image 5] function as
depictions of my emotional state after moving. Like Garden, Horizon Reconstruction is
composed through the arrangement of individual pieces. Each piece in Horizon
Reconstruction consists of small bars of clay sandwiched between two distressed and
pattered slabs of clay. Each part is arranged so that the top profile mirrors a city skyline.
Garden is a collection of long beams of clay that have the texture of worn wooden
pylons. With the largest component occupying two thirds of the gallery wall, the pylons
have the appearance of structural beams that have just been ripped out of a condemned
building and are haphazardly placed in a corner. The individual parts of these sculptures
make tangible my fractured personal identity that is at odds with my new environment.
Each of these works offer a possible response to seeing an identity dismantled. Garden,
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with its components arranged in a haphazard pile, suggests that pieces of my identity are
let go in favor of completely new versions of myself. Horizon Reconstruction, with its
components coming together to reference a lost cityscape, hint at the possibility of
reconstructing the original identity out of its tattered parts.
A third possible response to this process is addressed in the wall piece Emmiseum
[Image 6]. With harsh angular protrusions coming up from the surface and beams of clay
jutting out of its side, the form suggests an architectural fragment masked by a thick layer
of bare clay. The reference to an understructure is again achieved through a small section
that has been cut away, revealing a section of pattern. The pattern has a red and blue
color scheme and is composed of angular lines and dots. The outer surface is embellished
with underglaze3 depictions of long black and red linear shapes connecting round blue
and black circles. The top of the work is embellished with a collection of threedimensional linear forms and disk shapes, both of which are underglaze to match the
patterns color scheme. The surface decoration is an abstraction of the pattern visible we
are presented through the cut away section. On the surface decoration, the substructure’s
pattern becomes disassembled where individual components change in scale, color and
placement. The sculptural components coming out of the top are also references to the
original pattern. The dots become the back of small ceramic satellite dishes and the
angular lines become thin bars of clay. With a repeating display of abstraction, I am
commenting on how I could reform my identity: I do not need to reject my old self, but
am able to modify and repurpose our old selves to develop a new identity.

3

Underglaze is a commercially produced material that can be painted onto bisque then fired onto the
surface. Underglaze is used a ceramic based paint.
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Within all of these works the meaning is derived from visual devices; pattern,
texture and color combine towards communicative ends.
USE OF VISUAL DEVICES – PATTERN
I have come to appreciate Yinka Shonabare’s work and his use of pattern as an
imperfect signifier for culture. His work centers around the use of popular African textile
patterns to recreate historical colonial attire. When talking about these patterns, he notes
that “they had this very interesting origin: even though they’re seen as African fabrics in
Africa, they’re actually Indonesian fabrics. […] I like the global trajectory of the fabric,
and the way that we perceive it as being essentially African but it’s not.” 4 This statement
suggests that patterns have no singular source, but are re-contextualized and made anew
by the cultures that adopt them. My use of pattern is a reference to how movement
disassembles identity and also allows for a new contextualization.
I utilize nine patterns within this body of work, two of which are historical
patterns and seven are non-referential. The seven patterns that I created have no singular
applied meaning and it is up to the viewer to apply context. The two patterns that have
historical context are traditional Japanese patterns: the Shippo pattern (a lace work of
interconnecting circles) and a basic fish scale pattern.5 Both of these patterns have found
their way into American culture through trade with Japan, but their meaning became were
lost in that transition. By using both types of pattern, my work confronts the viewer with
decontextualized visual language. By giving the viewer an opportunity to contextualize

4

Goldstein, Andrew M. "Meet the Artist: Yinka Shonibare MBE on Art, Africa, and Why He's So Fond of the
Queen | Artspace." Artspace. Artspace Online, 20 Dec. 2014. Web. 19 Feb. 2016.
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"Teabowl with Shippo Pattern: Sokiku Nakatani Japanese Teaware Collection." Teabowl with Shippo
Pattern: Sokiku Nakatani Japanese Teaware Collection. Sacramento State University, n.d. Web. 03 Mar.
2016. <http://digital.lib.csus.edu/cdm/ref/collection/teaware/id/394>.
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these patterns, devoid of historical context, they can engage in the identity building
process. Although my work defines these patterns as a visual portrayal of fragmented
identity, it is up to the viewers to define the specifics of what that identity could be.
Patterned segments replace, cover up, and sit on top of other patterns causing the viewer
to question the relationship these patterns have to each other. To this end I do not give the
viewer a cypher for their analysis of the patterns, but allow their associations to define the
patterns vocabulary.
USE OF VISUAL DEVICES – TEXTURES
Much like my pattern choices, I divide my textures into two categories: those that
reference detritus and those that reference process. The first category of textures is
created by ripping apart sheets of clay, breaking off chunks of clay, chipping away the
surface layers of clay and stretching semi-dried clay so that the surface layer becomes
degraded and jagged. The development of these textures was a response to Michael M.
McMillen’s work. With delicate mixed media reproductions of dilapidated structures, he
depicts hopefulness in the face of an eventual demise. Through his work, I became
inspired to incorporate the textures of detritus as symbolic of dislocation. The jagged
edge of torn clay, the degraded surfaces of the pylon components, and the deep cracks
within my work reference the splintering that accompanies degradation. These textures
symbolize a cohesive identity that has become broken into separate parts.
The process based textures consist of scraped layers of clay, rough surfaces that
mimic stucco made by jamming my fingers into wet clay, and small ribbons of clay
produced by allowing slip6 to extrude when I attach two parts of clay together. These

6

Slip is clay that has been watered down a liquid consistency. This type of clay is utilized to bond two
elements of clay together before it has been fired and is still wet.
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textures notate the assemblage7 process and define the work as a construction of multiple
parts. The thin ribbons of clay inform the viewer where two parts were attached. The
stucco texture physically indexes the movements of my hands as I build. The scraped
textures announce the direction of the tool across wet clay. These textures remind us that
the work is an object, thus referring to the constructed nature of identity.
USE OF VISUAL DEVICES – COLOR
My aesthetic decisions have been guided by the wit and humor handed down to
me from California Funk artists like Clayton Bailey and Robert Arneson. Sandra
Shannonhouse, Robert Arneson’s widow, noted that even though his work was “edgy,
naughty or funny […] He used humor to draw the viewer into the piece, but there was
usually much more going on.”8 The choice of saturated primary hues broken by earthy
browns and blacks are intentionally abrasive color schemes when applied to depictions of
detritus. These vibrant colors with their vibrancy offset the rugged nature of the forms
they adorn. Looking at the artwork of Arneson and Bailey, I realized how the absurdity of
bold cartoony colors can be used to lighten deeply personal and troubling concepts of
identity. These facetious colors give these degraded forms a lighthearted quality and
softens the heavy handed nature of my discussion on identity.
CONCLUSION
Within Western society, the process of relocation has become commonplace.
With a slowing economy and the push to globalize, travel plays a bigger role in finding

7

the word assemblage refers to the collection of things or people. Within art it connotes a process were
parts are assembled into a work of art.
8
Sintetos, Mike. "Robert Arneson: Serious Ideas Behind That Humor." UC Davis. University of California
Davis, 09 Jan. 2016. Web. 01 Mar. 2016.
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financial stability and the time we spend in one place is shortening.9 A personal identity
is something that changes and grows as a shared cultural history is developed. With the
uprooting effect of relocation our personal narrative might not fit within our new
communities. With depictions of dilapidated structures and patterned surfaces, I am
asking the viewer to reevaluate their connection to their environment, and suggest a
approach where the cycle of relocation is embraced.
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